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Introduction 

The Mathematics Curriculum at GISSV covers Grades 5 to 12 and refers to the competency areas taught in 

the regular school (Regelschule) (Grades 5 to 10) and the Gymnasium (Grades 5 to 12).  

Instruction at GISSV for Grades 5 to 10 is geared toward the overall goals that have been set for the regular 

school and the Gymnasium.   

Regular school with Grades 5 to 9 or 10 delivers both a general education and a preparatory vocational 

education, and thereby lays the foundation for a qualified vocational pursuit. For students who are  

interested in theoretical and practical matters of daily life, and who possess practical capabilities and  

inclinations, regular school continues the consistent education of preceding phases of the student’s  

education, until he or she is eligible for the German intermediate secondary school diploma (Mittlere Reife). 

 

At GISSV, the following regular school certificates of completion can be obtained by the end of Grade 10: 

● A certificate of completion at the end of Grade 9 (Hauptschulabschluss) 

● A qualifying certificate of completion at the end of Grade 9 (Qualifizierende Hauptschulabschluss) 

● A certificate of completion at the end of Grade 10 (Realschulabschluss) 

 

The regular school certificates of completion open up a diversity of prospects for education and life: 

● direct entry into vocational training and 

● the ability to transition into schools in the vocational school system 

● in the USA’s system. 

 

In Gymnasium Grades 7 through 9, we ensure that students receive basic education. In other words, our 

mandate is to ensure that students acquire the fundamental knowledge, capacities, skills and abilities that 

lay the foundation for enrolling in and successfully mastering the Upper Level (Oberstufe). The commensu-

rate skills and competencies are taught at the school in order to ensure this basic education. At the end of 

Grade 12, the students at GISSV are eligible to take the German International Abitur Examination and  

to receive a California High School Diploma.  

 

Within the overall concept that guides the pedagogical approach at GISSV, class is essentially taught and 

structured with the aim of addressing the following general issues: 

● Connect to each student’s individual unique qualities: the mental, social and physical abilities of the 

students 

● Design instruction that is true-to-life, specifically: 

○ Connect to the students’ world of experience 

○ Provide clear and comprehensible instruction 

○ Refer to current events and conditions 

○ Connect to historic and regional events, activities and traditions 
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○ Incorporate a range of diverse student activities, used in a balanced manner 

○ Conduct interdisciplinary, problem-oriented assignments 

● Engage in individual and joint learning processes, using various work and social formats 

● Allow for standard and situation-appropriate use of the mother tongue in all subjects 

● Promote communications and take a critical approach to dealing with information and media 

● Use occasions and opportunities to foster intercultural learning 

● Structure lesson material that addresses and cultivates the interests and affinities of girls and boys in 

equal measure 

 

Interdisciplinary work is the foundation of our teaching principle. It requires the cooperation of all teachers 

and that we take an interdisciplinary approach to developing our school’s internal plans. 

This can be realized through interdisciplinary instruction: when a teacher makes reference to other subjects 

within his or her lesson plan; or when a teacher combines various subjects and teaches a lesson that is 

based on common thematic relationships found in various school subjects and coordinates the content and 

chronology of the subject matter with various teachers. It can also be achieved by a lesson plan that  

integrates various subjects, where the lesson intermittently dispenses with the traditional structures of the 

various subjects. 

 

The primary goal of diagnosis is to improve student learning. It is the duty of all teachers to agree upon the 

principles of the diagnosis within their peer review board, and then to develop, select and implement the  

appropriate tools. Building upon the diagnostic findings, these efforts must be followed by counseling and 

support with regard to the individual development of each student. 

The competency approach of the present curriculum, which focuses on developing learning skills and  

competencies in conjunction with mathematics skills, requires the teacher to consider each student's skills 

acquisition from a holistic perspective. 

 

1 Skills acquisition in mathematics instruction at GISSV 

Mathematics instruction at GISSV continues, intensifies and enriches the skills that the students acquire in 

elementary school, and it systematically develops these skills until the Abitur is taken. This is accomplished 

through instruction that functions as an open, unending and – seen from the child’s viewpoint – active  

process. The objective is to impart an intensive general education in mathematics, improve general aptitude 

and lay the foundation for the further study of mathematics. 

Thus, the mathematics instruction is holistic in approach, because it specifically facilitates three foundational 

experiences for the students: 

(1) To perceive and to understand phenomena and processes from nature, society and culture with the 

aid of mathematics, and to evaluate them using mathematical concepts 
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(2) To become familiar with and comprehend the significance of mathematics – its language, the way it 

is written, the way it is represented – for processing tasks and problems both within and outside 

mathematics 

(3) To acquire the general capacity to solve problems (heuristic abilities) when processing and analyzing 

math problems 

Beside the acquisition of specialized skills, mathematic instruction also aims to develop the student’s  

personality and value orientation, i.e., so the student acquires general skills reaching far beyond the subject 

of mathematics (cf. 1.1). Consequently, mathematics instruction also makes a significant contribution to 

learning success in other subjects, to preparation for higher level (university) studies and to the student’s 

future occupation; it also helps the student master everyday situations. 

A nurturing culture of instruction is of paramount importance to skills development. This specifically refers to 

the way in which mathematics is taught. Successful learning processes are therefore inextricably linked to 

the student’s ability to work productively and autonomously and to his or her sense of personal  

responsibility. So it is essential to combine new content with previously attained knowledge (cumulative 

skills acquisition). These goals can only be achieved through open, process-oriented instruction that is  

centered on the students. The task sets and types of instruction must stimulate self-initiative among the  

students, and encourage them to acquire skills in a targeted manner. 

In a skills-oriented approach to mathematics instruction, positive attitudes about mathematics take center 

stage – as does the joy that comes from discovering mathematical interrelationships, solving mathematical 

problems, consciously experiencing the benefits of learning, and acquiring knowledge itself. 

 

1.1 Learning skills and general mathematical skills and competencies 

Learning skills and competencies encompass individual, social and method competencies that, in their 

basic function, are independent of the subject matter, but are expressed in a subject-specific manner in 

each lesson. 

In mathematics instruction, this is accomplished through the active examination of mathematical contents. 

Moreover, this approach leads to the development of mathematic skills and competencies whose basic 

function is irrespective of school type. In other words, these competencies apply in each mathematics class, 

and moreover, to all subjects that require basic math skills. 

The following learning skills and competencies are developed in all subjects taught at the Gymnasium 

level: 

 
Individual competence: Students are able to study on their own. 

This implies in particular that students are able to: 

● set their own work and behavioral goals 

● learn in ways that are goal-oriented, reliable, on schedule, mindful and persistent 
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● take responsibility for their own actions 

● test the correctness of their own solutions to problems, if need be by using appropriate tools 

● work with care and precision 

● follow and implement instructions 

● evaluate their own learning progress 

● deal with success and failure in an appropriate manner 

 

Social Competence: The student is able to learn in cooperation with others. 

This implies in particular that students are able to: 

● learn cooperatively in groups 

● take responsibility for the teamwork process 

● motivate other students 

● work in a disciplined manner and abide by agreed-upon rules 

● develop positions of their own and present them objectively 

● deal with conflicts appropriately 

● provide and accept help 

● evaluate the results and procedures of teamwork as well as the contributions of individual  

participants in the group 

 

Method Competence: Students are able to learn efficiently. 

This implies in particular that students are able to: 

● analyze assignments correctly and develop problem-solving strategies 

● select and use learning strategies and techniques independently and in ways that are appropriate to 

the situation 

● design and implement their own procedures incrementally and with respect to a goal 

● obtain, purposefully select, store, illustrate, process and evaluate, and exchange information by  

using print and electronic media 

● extract information from pictures, texts, and graphic representations, and process it, i.e., by properly 

reading the data and transferring it into writing 

● present their findings by using modern technology in the proper way 

 

Learning skills and mathematical skills are interdependent and interrelated; they supplement one another 

and are closely related to one another in the learning process. Students acquire these skills by actively  

engaging with math-specific and cross-disciplinary contexts.  
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In the following discussion, these general mathematical skills and competencies are explained in further 

detail: 

 

The students can reason and debate in mathematical terms. 

Specifically, this means that students are able to: 

● pose questions that are typical of mathematics (“How does … change?”, “Are there …?”, “Is it  

always the case that …?”), and also express conjectures and assumptions in a justified manner  

● develop mathematical arguments (such as explanations, rationales, simple proofs) 

● describe and justify solutions and interrelationships 

 

The students can solve mathematical problems. 

Specifically, this means that students are able to: 

● conceive basic inner-mathematical and extra-mathematical problems and articulate them in their 

own words 

● work on given as well as self-formulated problems 

● select and apply suitable heuristic tools, strategies and principles for problem-solving 

● find solution concepts and reflect on approaches to solutions 

● review the plausibility of the results 

 

The students are able to perform mathematical modeling. 

Specifically, this means that the students are able to: 

● convert areas or situations that need to be modeled into mathematical terms, structures and  

relationships 

● work in each of the respective mathematical models 

● interpret and review results in the corresponding areas or the corresponding situation 

 

The students can apply mathematical illustrations. 

Specifically, this means that the students are able to: 

● differentiate, interpret and apply various forms of illustration of mathematical objects and situations 

● identify the interrelationships between these illustrations 

● select various forms of illustration, and switch among them depending on the situation and purpose 

 

Students can handle symbolic, formal and technical elements of mathematics. 

Specifically, this means that the students are able to: 

● work with terms, equations, functions, diagrams, tables 

● translate symbolic and formal language into natural language, and vice-versa 

● execute solution and control procedures 
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● apply mathematical tools (such as formulas, calculators, computer spreadsheet programs, dynamic 

geometry software, computer algebra system, etc.) meaningfully and understandably 

 

Students are able to communicate. 

Specifically, this means that the students are able to: 

● document ideas, solutions or results, illustrate and present them understandably, also while using 

appropriate media 

● use mathematical language in a manner that is appropriate for those being addressed 

● understand texts with mathematical contents 

● review assertions about mathematical subject matters with regard to their suitability, correctness and 

quality 

 

1.2 Content-based mathematical skills and competencies 
Learning skills and general mathematical skills are developed in conjunction with one another (cf. 1.1), 

through the discussion and debate of mathematical contents. 

The students resolve problems, tasks, projects and other items using mathematical tools; they read and 

write mathematical texts and communicate about mathematical contents. This happens in an appropriate 

manner by using the latest media. 

 
Mathematical Skills and Competencies 

 
General Mathematical Skills and  
Competencies 
 

Content-Based Mathematical Skills and  
Competencies 

K1  reason and debate in mathematic terms 
K2  solve problems mathematically 
K3  model mathematical problems 
K4  apply mathematical illustrations  
K5  Students can deal with symbolic, formal 

and technical elements of mathematics 
K6  communication  

 

Arithmetic/Algebra: handling numbers, variables 
and symbols 
Functions: investigate, describe and illustrate  
relationships/changes 
Geometry: assess planar and spatial structures 
based on mass and shape 
Stochastics: work with data and random variability 
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1.3 Overview of learning areas 
1.3.1 Overview of learning areas for the Orientation Level and the Middle Level (Mittelstufe) 

 
Grade 5 

 
Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 

5 hours per week 
 

5 hours per week 5 hours per week 5 hours per week 4 hours per week 

Arithmetic/Algebra: handling numbers, variables and symbols 
 
Natural numbers 
Fractions 
Terms, term values,  
equations  
Size and dimension: time, 
length, mass, money,  
surface, volume 
Divisibility; prime numbers 
 

Fractional numbers 
Negative numbers 
Percentages 
Divisibility; integer  
factorization 
Coordinate system:  
Quadrants I – IV 
Sizes 
Equations, inequalities 
Terms, term conversions 
 

Rational numbers 
Term conversions 
Linear equations, linear  
inequalities 
 

Real numbers 
Term conversions and  
fractional equations 
Powers with whole number 
exponents 
Square roots and real  
numbers 
Linear equations, fractional 
equations 

Powers, roots, logarithms: 
notational methods 
Power laws 
Quadratic equations;  
exponential equations 
Systems of equations  

Functions: describe and illustrate relationships / changes 
 
Mapping between  
dimensions: route/time, 
quantity/price,  
side length/scope 
 
Patterns in numbers and  
figures 

Mapping between point in 
time/temperature; side 
length/surface content 
Scale 
Patterns in numbers and  
figures 
 

Proportional, reverse  
proportional mapping 
Rule of three 
Percentage calculation;  
interest calculation 
 

Linear functions  Quadratic functions; power 
functions 
 
Function/inverse function  
 
  

Geometry: assess planar and spatial structures based on mass and shape 
 
Basic terms 
Angle 
Division of surfaces and  
solids 
Reflection, displacement 
Coordinates system 

Construct rotation, reflection, 
displacement 
 
Triangle theorems 
Angle theorems  
Composite solids 

Basic structures  
Triangle: specific lines,  
constructs, congruencies for 
triangle 
Parallelogram, trapezoid 
Prism, pyramid 
Depiction in ZTP, grid, 

Circle; theorems of circle 
Pythagorean theorem 
Pyramids, cones, cylinders, 
spheres 
 
Cone, cylinder, sphere:  

Centric dilation 
Main rules of congruency for 
triangles 
Intercept theorem 1st, 2nd 
part 
Composite solids 
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Perimeter 
Area  
Grid, oblique views of cu-
boids 
 

Grid, oblique view 
 

oblique view illustration in ZTP, grid 
 
 

Stochastics: work with data and random variability 
 
Illustrate data 
Average values 

Data, frequencies 
Statistical illustrations  

Random variability  
experiments  
Laplace probabilities 
Frequencies  
 

Random variability  
experiments  
Probabilities 
Tree diagram, path rules 

Multistage random variability 
experiments 
Probabilities 

 
1.3.2. Overview of learning areas for the Upper Level (Oberstufe) 

 
Introductory phase 

 
Qualification phase 

Grade 10 
 

Grade 11 Grade 12 

4 hours per week 
 

4 hours per week 4 hours per week 

Powers, roots, logarithms 
Equations, inequalities, systems of equalities 
Degree measure, radian measure of an angle 
 

Consequences and limits (10 h) 
Derivatives (25 h) 
Polynomial functions (25 h) 
Integral calculus (20h) 
 

Stochastics I (30h) 
Exponential functions (20h) 
 

Properties of power functions, exponential  
functions, angle functions  
Composite functions  
Function / derivative function 
 

Analytical geometry/linear algebra (40h) Rational functions (20h) 
Stochastics II (10h) 
Differential equations (5h) 

Sine, cosine, tangent for right triangles 
Area formula for common triangle 
Trigonometry  
Composite solids 
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Random variables, coefficients  
Linking of results 
Bernoulli experiment; formula  
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2 Skills acquisition in the Orientation Stage and Middle Level (Mittelstufe) 

In the following discussion, we describe the mathematical skills and learning skills that students acquire in 

the various learning areas. Our skill set expectations are based on the national educational standards for 

mathematics, the Uniform Examination Requirements for the Abitur Examination (Einheitliche Prüfungsan-

forderungen, or EPA) and the core curriculum for the Upper Level (Oberstufe) of German Schools abroad. 

Hence, they relate to “the expected average performance level” of students. Consequently, the teacher is 

tasked with the duty of establishing targeted differentiation; in other words, the teacher must cultivate both 

the student with learning difficulties, as well as the student with special gifts or talents. 

 
Content-based mathematical skills as entry requirements for the Middle Level (Mittelstufe) 
(reached at the end of grade 4) 

Learning starting point – Arithmetic/Algebra: handling numbers, variables and symbols 

The student is familiar with numbers up to one million. He reads, understands, writes, organizes, compares 

and rounds figures up to one million. He has insights into the development of the decadic position system. 

He uses the number line and the place value table for illustrating numbers. He reads and writes roman  

numerals. 

The student possesses a sound understanding of basic arithmetic functions. He explains the connections 

(inverse and substitution operations) and uses these when calculating. He can describe and apply  

strategies, regularities and computational advantages. This also includes knowledge of arithmetic terms 

(predecessor and successor; odd and even numbers; terms of addition, subtraction, multiplication and  

division; multiplier and divider) and divisibility rules (2, 5, 10, 100, 1000). 

 

Students master the basic tasks of all elementary arithmetic operations (one-plus-one; one-times-one) by 

rote, solve corresponding tasks in all four basic operations both orally and in writing. Students conduct the 

procedure for written computation (adding up to three summands, subtracting up to two subtrahends,  

multiplying with single and double-digit factors, dividing by single-digit divisors and base-ten with and  

without remainders). Students use a rough estimate calculation to estimate and check the results.  

Students solve equations and inequalities by contemplating the content or by testing. They are capable of 

extrapolating everyday tasks, solving them and testing the result against the subject matter. In doing so, 

they use suitable tools (sketch, table, diagram) for finding a solution. 

For control calculations, small tests and experiments, student use a pocket calculator. 

Students possess an understanding of real dimensions (money: cent/euro; length: mm, cm, m, km; time: 

sec, min, hour; day, month, year; mass: g, kg, t; volume: ml, l) and know representative comparison  

measurements. They can read, write, convert (including ½ m, ¼ h, ¾ l) and apply size indicators, and also 
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use the conventional decimal writing method in doing so. They use various measuring tools according to 

their intended purpose. 

Students draw data from tables and diagrams and illustrate them. They independently select the solution 

procedures and strategies (such as conducting ancillary tasks, doubling and halving, resolving). 

In cooperative forms of learning, they accept responsibility for work processes done in a group. They can 

present results and approaches in a lucid manner. 

 

Learning starting point – Functions: describe and investigate relationships/changes 

The area of functions only plays an indirect role in elementary school, so therefore, it is not explicitly shown. 

However, students may already recognize functional relationships in actual situations, be able to describe 

them in words (e.g., volume/price, time/temperature) and solve corresponding tasks. They illustrate  

functional relationships in tables and study them. They solve basic operational tasks on proportionality. 

Students can describe and continue patterns/interrelationships in structured task sequences. They inde-

pendently develop task sequences with arithmetic patterns. 

 

Learning starting point – Geometry: understanding planar and spatial structures according to mass 

and form. 

Student can orient and align themselves within a space. This encompasses the detection, naming,  

describing and use of spatial relationships (sequences, paths, planes, perspectives, “perpendicular to…," 

“parallel to…”). They correlate two and three-dimensional illustrations of structures (cube buildings) with 

each other, i.e., they build based on templates, prepare building plans for structures, compare solids with 

perimeter models and grids.  

 

The students sort solids (cubes, cuboids, cones, spheres, cylinders, pyramids) and planar figures (polygons, 

quadrilaterals, rectangles, squares, triangles, circles) according to characteristic features and apply the 

proper terminology (point, line segment, corner, edge, radius, diameter, midpoint).   

They identify solids and planar figures in the surrounding environment; produce models of solids and planar 

figures and study them (constructs, places, deconstructs, assembles, cuts out, folds).  

The students draw with the aid of tools (ruler, triangle, compass) and freehand.  

The students draw two-dimensional figures within grids (minimized and enlarged), name characteristics and 

use these.  

 

They describe symmetrical patterns (ornamental strips with geometric patterns; tessellations), continue 

symmetrical patterns and invent their own symmetrical patterns.  

The students can study two-dimensional figures for axis-symmetry and determine symmetrical axes.  
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The students study planar figures based on perimeter and surface area. They determine and compare the 

perimeter of figures, the surface area of planar figures by counting unit areas, and the volume of cones by 

determining the number of unit cubes that are contained in the figure.  

The students can draw various planar figures of a given surface area or perimeter. 

The students can properly select and use drawing and work tools. When solving geometric tasks, they apply 

strategies (testing, drawing, finding examples) and lucidly describe the process they followed. 

 

The students evaluate the level of learning they achieved when working with the selected geometric  

contents (e.g., features of surfaces and solids; handling of the triangle) and discuss geometric tasks in a 

purposeful and lasting manner, and are also able to do so in cooperative work forms. 

 

Learning starting point – Stochastics: working with data and random variability 

Stochastics are not included in the curriculum of the GISSV elementary school. 
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2.1 Skills and competence acquisition, Grade 5 
 

Subject Material / 
Contents 
 

Skills and Competencies Methods/Media/ 
Study Skills 

Reference to the 
school program 

Subject/Content 
 
 

Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 
School Program 

Arithmetic/Algebra: handling numbers, variables and symbols 
 
Natural numbers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fractions 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate natural numbers up to one billion (1012) in various ways 
(with digits, as numerals, on the number line, in the place value table, 
as total of multiples of base ten powers) and easily switch among the-
se 
– state natural numbers in another number system and vice-versa 
– read natural numbers in various situations and apply these safely 
and properly in oral and written language use 
– illustrate fractions through drawings, and read them from geometric 
illustrations  

The student is able to: 
- use heuristic tools to find solutions 
(informative figures, tables and  
systematic trial-and-error testing) 
- check results that he or she arrived 
at, or that are presented,  
computationally and compared to  
subject matter 
- present solutions in a structured and 
understandable manner 
– present results vividly and describe 
approaches understandably 
- use a pocket calculator according to 
instructions (starting at 2nd semester) 
 

Core emphasis: 
“Differentiated”  
(Khan Academy) 
 
Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware” 
(numerical systems 
of other cultures) 
 
Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware” 
(Khan Academy) 
 

Calculation with 
natural numbers 
 
Sizes 
 
Divisibility; prime 
numbers 
 
 
 

The student is able to: 
- organize and compare natural numbers (even in combination) 
– round up natural numbers to indicated figures 
– properly apply arithmetic terms, both orally and in writing, e.g.:  
• sum, difference, product, quotient 
• divisor, multiplier, prime number 
• power, base, exponent, cubic number 
• variable, term, proposition, equations, inequalities 
– apply calculation rules specifically to beneficial calculation (vorteil-
haftes Rechnen) (commutative, associative, distributive properties; 
calculation with 0 and 1)  
– based on examples, explain the connection between arithmetic  
operations and their inverse operations 
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– determine divisors and multipliers of natural numbers 
– conduct tests on divisibility with the aid of divisibility rules (2, 5, 10, 
100, 1000), and choose and apply strategies for testing the divisibility 
of natural numbers 
– explain procedure for determining prime numbers 
– conduct basic arithmetic operations with natural numbers, both  
mentally and in writing 
– estimate, compare, organize and convert measures of time, length, 
mass, money, area, volume 
– solve simple problems of everyday life in which negative numbers 
also arise (e.g., temperature changes) 
– calculate powers using natural exponents 
– express squared numbers by rote, up to 202 
 

 
 
 
Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware” 
(comparison with 
other cultures) 

Operate with  
numbers in interre-
lationships 
 
Terms, term  
conversions 
 
Equations 
 

The student is able to: 
– estimate large numbers 
– calculate with large numbers and apply units properly 
– perform estimate calculations and use them to audit calculation  
results 
– solve basic equations and inequalities by considering the content 
and by doing systematic testing 
– set-up basic terms with variables and calculate term values 
– process inner-mathematical and extra-mathematical problems in 
which several different computational operations are to be connected 
to one another 
 

 Core emphasis:  
“Differentiated” 
(Khan Academy) 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– select and apply increasingly independent and situation-based calculation strategies 
– process tasks in cooperative work forms and assume responsibility for joint work processes 
– compare results with existing solutions and determine sources of error 
– map out the mathematical arguments of other students and review these for accuracy 
– properly and clearly explain his or her own mathematical arguments to others, allow them to evaluate these arguments, and discuss these assessments in 
a productive manner 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence 

 
Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Functions: describe and illustrate relationships/changes 
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Mapping  
 
Pattern  

The student is able to: 
– identify and describe mapping that relates to common, everyday 
phenomena (driving or walking route/time duration; volume/price; 
date/temperature) 
– select, prepare and switch among the various forms of illustration 
(word, term, table, graphic depiction) 
– solve simple mapping tasks in terms of content  
– identify patterns in numbers and figures, verbally describe them and, 
if applicable, continue and reproduce them 

The student is able to: 
– extract mathematics-related data 
from texts, tables, charts and  
diagrams (column chart, pie charts 
and bar graphs) in a targeted manner 
– illustrate functional interrelation-
ships through tables and diagrams, 
also by use of the computer 
 

Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware” 
(data from various 
states) 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– select and develop increasingly independent, appropriate processes for solving tasks on functional interrelationships 
– clearly arrange tables 
– draw diagrams properly, meticulously and precisely 
– illustrate and present his or her thoughts on functional interrelationships in an understandable way 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Geometry: assess planar and spatial structures based on mass and shape 
 

 
Basic terms; angle 
 
Division of surface 
areas 
 
Reflection,  
translation 
 
Coordinates system 
 
Perimeter and  
surface area  
 
 

The student is able to: 
– properly apply basic geometric terms (point, line segment, ray, 
straight line, distance, angle) or relations (perpendicular to each other; 
parallel to each other) and apply their symbolic writing method 
– identify planar figures (triangle, square, rectangle, rhombus,  
parallelogram, trapezoid, kite, circle); describe, classify, outline and 
draw them through characteristic properties 
– displace planar figures and reflect them on a straight line 
– describe displacements and axis reflections through characteristic 
properties; identify them in illustrations and use them to solve  
problems 
– illustrate, displace and reflect planar figures in the right-angle  
system of coordinates (1st quadrant) 
– estimate, measure and draw angle measurements, and map out the 
types of angles 
– Explain interior angle theorem for triangles based on examples and 
counter examples; justify them through basic plausibility  
considerations and properly apply them to solve problems 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate geometric subjects through 
drawings 
– ascertain geometric subjects from 
drawings 
– apply the procedure to draw angles 
and planar figures by using: 
• ruler, triangle and compass 
• dynamic geometry software 
– apply the procedure for experi-
mental investigation of geometric sub-
jects by: 
•  commensurate decomposition and 
compilation of planar and spatial  
figures 
•  application of dynamic geometry 
software 
– illustrate structured and mapped 

Core emphasis:  
“Differentiated”   
(Khan Academy) 
 
Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware”  
(Khan Academy) 
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– apply formulas to solve problems 
• perimeter and surface area of squares and rectangles 
• calculate surface area and volume of cubes and cuboids 
– determine perimeter of polygons 
– estimate, measure and calculate perimeter, surface area squares, 
triangles, figures compiled from these 
– estimate and determine surface area of triangles and parallelograms 
by decomposition and enhancement 
 

solutions and use suitable  
presentational media while doing so 
– Apply these problem-solving  
strategies: find counter examples; find 
examples; review by testing;  
informative figures; systematically 
testing 

Division of solids 
 
 
Grid, oblique views 
of cuboids 

– identify spatial figures (cube, cuboid, cylinder, sphere, pyramid, 
cone), describe them through their characteristic properties, classify 
them and sketch them from an oblique view 
– map grids and solids to one other 
– grids and oblique views of cubes and cuboids 
– produce models of cubes and cuboids 
 

  

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– measure lengths and angle sizes properly and accurately 
– execute outlines and drawings meticulously 
– use terminology to describe the process followed when drawing angles, planar and spatial figures 
– apply measuring process in practical setting 
– plan, execute and present the process of geometric problems 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Stochastics: work with data and random variability 
 
Data  
 
Average values  

The student is able to: 
– Compile data in data collection tables and checklists 
– Appropriately organize data from the assigned task; illustrate in 
ranking lists, frequency tables and diagrams 
– characterize, compare and illustrate data by use of  
key measurements (range, modal value, median value and  
arithmetic mean) 
 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate data, including use of  
computers in tables and diagrams 
(column chart, pie chart, bar graphs) 
– determine arithmetic mean,  
also with the aid of a calculator 
– test results based on (available) 
facts 
– collect data through targeted and 
appropriate questions, and organize 
them according to characteristics 

Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware” 
(data investigations) 
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– present ideas and results for data 
collection and assessment in brief 
summaries 
 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– handle collected data sensibly 
– critically assess collected data with a view to the suitability for presentation 
 

 
 

2.2 Skills acquisition, Grade 6 
 

Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 
School Program 

Arithmetic/Algebra: handling numbers, variables and symbols 
 
Fractional numbers  
 
Negative numbers 
 
Percentages  
 
Coordinates system 
 
 

The student is able to: 
– read fractional and negative numbers in various situations and 
apply them properly and with certainty in oral and written  
language use 
– present fractions in clear interrelationships graphically, and read 
out fractions shown in geometric depictions 
– properly present fractional and negative numbers for a given 
situation; this specifically means: 
• use the number line 
• shorten or expand common fractions 
• convert fractions and decimal fractions into each other 
• illustrate selected percentage figures  

(“convenient percentages”) 
• read off and illustrate points with whole number coordinates in 

right-angle coordinate systems (quadrants 1-4) 
 

The student is able to: 
– use heuristic tools to find solutions 
(informative figures, tables and  
systematic testing) 
– check results that he or she 
achieved, or that were given, by  
using both computation and  
comparison to subject matter 
– present solutions in a structured 
and understandable manner 
– present results vividly and describe 
approaches understandably 
– use a calculator according to  
instructions 

Core emphasis: 
“Differentiated”  
(Khan Academy) 
 
Core emphasis: 
“Together” 
(Khan Academy) 

Operating with fractional 
numbers 
 
Divisibility; factorization 

The student is able to: 
– organize and compare decimal numbers and basic common 
fractions (including in combination) 
– organize in proper sequence fractional numbers (e.g. 0.5; 1/3; 1; 
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into primes 
 
Sizes 
 
Operating with negative 
numbers (in context) 
 

0.75; 2/2) and selected percentage figures with each other 
– organize and compare negative numbers from everyday  
situations 
– round decimal fractions to given figures 
– properly apply arithmetic terms, both orally and in writing, e.g.:  
• sum, difference, product, quotient 
• divisor, multiplier, prime number 
• common fraction, decimal fraction, percentage 
• denominator, numerator, fraction line, reciprocal 
• power, base, exponent, cubic number 
• negative numbers 
• variable, term, proposition, equations, inequalities 
– justify necessity for numerical set expansion by use of  
examples NQ义   
– apply calculation rules specifically for beneficial calculation 
(commutative, associative, distributive properties; calculation with 
0 and 1)  
– based on examples, explain the connection between calculation 
operations and their inverse operations 
– determine divisors and multipliers of natural numbers 
– conduct tests on divisibility with the aid of divisibility rules (2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 100, 1000), and choose and apply strategies for 
testing the divisibility of natural numbers 
– conduct basic arithmetic operations in the area of fractional 
numbers, both mentally and in writing 
– estimate, compare, organize and convert measures of time, 
length, mass, money, area, volume 
– solve basic problems of everyday life in which negative  
numbers also arise (e.g., temperature changes) 
– calculate powers using natural exponents 
– express squared numbers by rote, up to 202 
 

Operate with numbers in 
interrelationships 
 
Sizes 
 
Equations, inequalities 

The student is able to: 
– perform basic combinatorial analyses in order to determine the 
number of the respective options 
– calculate with large numbers and apply units properly 
– perform rough estimate calculations and apply these to audit 
calculation results 
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Terms, term conversion 
 

– solve basic equations and inequalities by considering the  
content and by doing systematic testing 
– set-up basic terms with variables and calculate term values 
– process inner-mathematical and extra-mathematical problems 
in which several different computational operations are to be  
connected to one another 
 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– select and apply computation strategies independently and based on the situation  
– process tasks in cooperative work forms and assume responsibility for joint work processes 
– compare results with existing solutions and determine any errors at sources 
– map out the other students’ mathematical arguments, and review them for accuracy 
– properly and clearly explain his or her own mathematical arguments to others; let the others evaluate these arguments and then discuss these 
assessments in a productive manner 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Functions: describe and illustrate relationships/changes 
 
Mappings 
 
Scale  
 
Pattern 
 

The student is able to: 
– identify and describe mapping of everyday phenomena 
(path/time; volume/price; date/temperature; side length/perimeter; 
side length/surface area; scale) 
– select, prepare and switch among the various presentation 
forms (word, term, table, graphic depiction)   
– solve simple mapping tasks in terms of content and justify the 
solution process 
– deduce actual sizes from scale drawings, and vice versa 
– identify patterns in numbers and figures, verbally describe them 
and, if applicable, continue and reproduce them 
 

The student is able to: 
– draw mathematics-related data 
from texts, tables, charts and  
diagrams (column charts, pie charts 
and bar graphs) in a targeted manner 
– illustrate functional interrelation-
ships through tables and charts, and 
by use of the computer 

 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– independently select and develop appropriate processes for solving tasks on functional interrelationships 
– clearly arrange tables 
– draw charts properly, meticulously and precisely 
– illustrate and present his or her thoughts on functional interrelationships coherently 
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Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 
School Program 

Geometry: assess planar and spatial structures based on mass and shape 
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Understand structures of 
the plane 
 
Constructs  
 
Rotation, reflection 
 
Surface calculations  
 
Theorems of the triangle 
 
Angle theorems  
 
 

The student is able to: 
– properly apply basic geometric terms (point, line segment, ray, 
straight line, distance, angle) or relations (perpendicular to each 
other; parallel to each other) and apply their symbolic writing 
method 
– identify planar figures (triangle, square, rectangle, rhombus, 
parallelogram, trapezoid, kite, circle); describe, classify, outline 
and draw them through characteristic properties 
– draw planar figures true-to-scale 
– displace planar figures and reflect them on a straight line 
– describe displacements and axis reflections through character-
istic properties; identify them in illustrations and use them to solve 
problems 
– illustrate, displace and reflect planar figures in the right-angle 
system of coordinates (1st–4th quadrant) 
– Explain opposite angle, adjacent angle, alternate angel and 
interior angle theorems for triangle, and triangle inequality on the 
basis of examples and counter examples; justify them through 
basic plausibility considerations and properly apply them to solve 
problems 
– explain formulas on the basis of examples, and properly apply 
them to solve problems 
– Perimeter and surface area of squares and rectangles 
– Surface area and volume of cubes and cuboids 
– estimate, measure and calculate perimeter and surface area of 
composite figures 
– determine surface area of triangles, trapezoids, parallelograms, 
kites through decomposition and expansion 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate geometric subjects 
through drawings 
– ascertain geometric subjects from 
drawings 
– apply the procedure to draw angles 
and planar figures by using 
• ruler, triangle and compass 
• dynamic geometry software 
– apply the procedure for experi-
mental investigation of geometric 
subjects by: 
• commensurate decomposition and 

compilation of planar and spatial 
figures 

• application of dynamic geometry 
software 

– illustrate structured and mapped 
solutions and use suitable presenta-
tional media to do so 
– Apply these problem-solving strate-
gies: find counter examples; find ex-
amples; review by testing; informative 
figures; systematically testing and 
apply suitable presentation media 
– Apply these problem-solving strate-
gies: find counter examples; find ex-
amples; review by testing; informative 
figures; systematically testing 
 

 

Understand the structures 
of space 
Composite solids 
Grid/oblique view 

The student is able to: 
– identify three-dimensional figures (cube, cuboid, cylinder, 
sphere, pyramid, cone); describe them through characteristic 
properties; classify them and draw them from an oblique view 
– map grids and solids to one other 
– draw grids and oblique views of cubes and cuboids 
– estimate, measure and compute surface area as well as volume 
of cubes, cuboids and composite solids from this 
 

  

Individual and social competencies 
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The student is able to: 
– measure lengths and angle sizes properly and accurately 
– execute outlines and drawings meticulously 
– use terminology to describe this process when drawing angles, planar and three-dimensional figures 
– apply measuring process in practical setting 
– plan, execute and present the process of geometric problems 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Stochastics: work with data and random variability 
 
Data, frequencies 
 
Parameters 
 
Statistical illustrations 

The student is able to: 
– compile data in data collection tables and checklists 
– appropriately organize data from the assigned task; illustrate in 
ranking lists, frequency tables and diagrams 
– determine absolute and relative frequencies 
– characterize, compare and illustrate data by use of  
key measurements (range, modal value, median value and  
arithmetic mean) 
– extract, compare and evaluate data from statistical illustrations 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate data, including use of 
computers in tables and diagrams 
(column charts, pie charts,  
bar graphs) 
– determine arithmetic mean and rel-
ative frequencies, including with the 
aid of a calculator 
– check results based on (available) 
facts 
– collect data through targeted and 
appropriate questions, and organize 
them according to attributes 
– present ideas and results for data 
collection and assessment in brief 
summaries 
 

Core emphasis: 
“Together”  
(data collection) 

Individual competency and social skills 
The student is able to: 
– handle collected data sensibly 
– critically assess collected data with a view to its suitability for presentation 

 

2.3 Skills acquisition in Grade 7 
 

Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 
School Program 

Arithmetic/Algebra: handling numbers, variables and symbols 
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Rational numbers 
 
Term conversions  
 
Equations,  
inequalities 
 

The student is able to: 
– for rational numbers: 
• illustrate them on the number line 
• correctly read them on the calculator display 
– illustrate points in coordinates system whose coordinates are 
rational numbers  
– for rational numbers: 
• order 
• compare 
• properly round 
– apply arithmetic terms and associated writing properly: 
• numbers opposite each other 
• amount of a number 
• whole number, rational number  
– using examples, justify necessity for numerical set expansion 
of  ℤ�ℚ or ℚ+�ℚ  
– conduct basic arithmetic operations in the area of rational 
numbers, both mentally and with a calculator 
– apply mathematical laws for beneficial calculation 
– calculate powers with rational base and natural exponents 
– determine square roots 
– describe term structures 
– set-up terms on given subject matters 
– calculate term values by assignment of variables 
– convert term equivalents by: 
• summarizing 
• multiplying out 
• eliminating 
– determine solutions to linear equations and inequalities with 
existing variable scale through substantive considerations and 
algebraic procedures 
– illustrate connections from everyday situations, mathematics, 
technology, economics and natural sciences with the aid of 
variables, terms and equations 
– covert formulas from mathematics 
– apply knowledge about rational numbers and linear  
equations for solution of inner- and extra-mathematical  

The student is able to: 
– apply various illustration 
forms for problem solutions  
(table, outline, term, equation) 
– apply problem solution  
strategies, such as: 
• estimating 
• attributing to known factors 
• finding special cases 
• generalizing 
– present results and solutions 
coherently in a structured  
manner and in a prepared brief 
presentation 
– properly use calculator and 
collection of formulas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Core emphasis:  
“Together” (lecture) 
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problem sets 
 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
- apply and develop solution plans with increasing independence 
- discuss results and solutions in cooperative learning formats 
- assume responsibility for the joint work process of a group 
- With increasing independence 
• examine results for plausibility 
• compare results to existing solutions 
– map out other students’ mathematical arguments, and review them for accuracy 
– determine sources of error and develop strategies to avoid such errors 
– deal with success and failure appropriately 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Functions: describe and illustrate relationships/changes 
 
Mappings 
 
Percentage calculation,  
Interest calculation 
 
Rule of three 
 
Percentage calculation 
 
Interest calculation 
 
 
 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate proportionate and, contrariwise, disproportionate 
mapping of numbers and sizes through verbal description, 
equation, values table and graph 
– determine, based on various illustrations, proportionality and 
reverse proportionality 
– explain and apply the interrelationships: 
• proportional ⇔ directly proportional 
• reverse proportionality ⇔ inversely proportional 
– apply the rule of three 
– state common fractions or decimal figures as percentages 
and vice versa, percentages over 100% as well 
– apply bequeme Prozentsätze without tools 
– division of sizes by percentage: 
• read data from pie charts or bar graphs 
• present data in pie charts or bar graphs 
– apply terms properly and in interrelationships: 
• percent, promille (per thousand) 
• base value, percentage, percent value 
• rebate, discount, value-added tax 
– attribute interest calculation to percentage calculation and 

The student is able to: 
– collect data in a targeted 
manner from: 
• texts 
• tables/charts 
• graphic depictions of  

mapping and linear functions 
– apply appropriate  
mathematical terminology and 
symbolism 
– use computer software to 
generate tables and diagrams 
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properly apply the associated terms in interrelationships: 
• capital 
• interest rate 
• interest payments 
• installment payment 
– analyze and structure inner-mathematical and  
extra-mathematical problem sets and solve for: 
• proportional and inverse proportional mapping 
• percent and interest calculation (including increase by or to; 

reduction by or to) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Core emphasis:  
“Culturally aware”  
(data from various states) 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– draw graphs in a right-angle coordinate system meticulously and precisely 
– illustrate and present concepts on direct and indirect proportionalities 
– independently take results and 
• review them for plausibility 
• compare them to existing solutions 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Geometry: assess planar and spatial structures based on mass and shape 
 
Basic structures  
 
Triangle: specific lines,  
constructs,  
congruency theorems  
 
Parallelogram, trapezoid 
 
Prism, pyramid 
 
Depiction in ZTP, grid, 
oblique view 
 

The student is able to: 
– identify heights, perpendicular bisectors, medians, bisectors 
of a triangle and 
• characterize them 
• draw them 
– decide if figures are congruent to each other 
– with the aid of congruency theorems: 
• decide on the congruency of triangles 
• execute triangle constructions 
• describe, in his or her own words, the approach taken to 

constructing triangles 
• justify and prove geometric relationships 
• investigate issues of solvability and diversity of solutions 

from construction tasks 

The student is able to: 
– apply solution strategies for 
geometric constructs and  
computations by: 
• drawing informative figures 
• attributing to known data 
• finding examples and  

counterexamples 
• finding special cases 
– plan and execute geometric 
constructs 
– apply dynamic geometry 
software for experimental  
investigations 
– generate data from textbook, 
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– state the formulas to calculate triangles, parallelograms and 
trapezoids, and 
• explain them using examples 
• apply them 
– without any aids or tools, state the formula for the surface 
area of a triangle (A = ½b*h) 
– regarding prisms and pyramids 
• identify them 
• describe them by their characteristic properties 
• illustrate them in an oblique view, in two-angle projection 

and to-scale as a grid 
– produce models of solids 
– calculate surface areas of prisms and pyramids 
– calculate the volumes of straight prisms 
– without tools or aids, state the formula and explain for: 
• volumes of straight prisms and cylinders (V=AB * h) 

 

collected formulas, dictionary 
and Internet 
– utilize presentation media 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– construct cleanly and lucidly 
– comprehensibly present his or her own solution ideas and solutions in brief presentations 
– critically review, evaluate and understand the solution ideas of others 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Stochastics: work with data and random variability 
 
Random variability  
experiments  
 
Probabilities 
 
Frequencies 

The student is able to: 
– plan, execute and make a record of random variability  
experiments 
– describe the probability of an event through its anticipated 
relative frequency for multiple repeated attempts, and estimate 
these through relevant simulations 
– compute Laplace probabilities 
 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate the data captured 
through random variability  
experiments in tables and  
diagrams, and also do so using 
computer software 

Core emphasis:  
“Together”  
(games) 

Individual competency and social skills 
The student is able to: 
– critically evaluate, with guidance, the collected data in regard to the suitability of their presentation 
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2.4 Skills acquisition, Grade 8 
 

Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 
School Program 

Arithmetic/Algebra: handling numbers, variables and symbols 
 
Real numbers 
 
Term conversions  
 
Powers with whole  
number exponents 
 
Linear equations and 
inequalities 
 
Fractional equations 

The student is able to: 
– for rational numbers: 
• illustrate with separated base-ten powers 
• correctly read them in the calculator display 
– apply arithmetic terms and associated writing system in proper 
manner: 
• whole numbers, rational numbers, irrational numbers,  

real numbers 
– calculate powers with rational base and natural exponents 
– determine square and cube roots 
– describe the necessity for numerical set expansion ℚà 
– convert term equivalents by: 
• summarizing 
• multiplying out 
• eliminating 
• abbreviating and expanding 
• applying binomial formulas 
– determine solution set of linear equations and inequalities for 
given variable base field by contemplating the contents and using 
algebraic procedures 
– illustrate connections from everyday situations, mathematics, 
technology, business and natural sciences with the aid of  
variables, terms and equations 
– convert formulas from mathematics and natural sciences 
– apply knowledge about rational numbers and linear equations in 
order to solve inner- and extra-mathematical problem sets 
 

The student is able to: 
– apply various illustration forms for 
problem solutions (table, outline, 
term, equation) 
– apply problem solution strategies, 
such as: 
• estimating 
• attributing to known data 
• finding special cases 
• generalizing 
– present results and solutions  
coherently in a structured manner 
and in a prepared brief presentation 
– properly use calculator and  
collected formulas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Core emphasis: 
“Differentiated”   
(selection of  
different tasks) 

Individual and social competencies 
 
The student is able to: 
– independently apply and develop solution plans 
– discuss results and solutions in cooperative learning formats 
– assume responsibility for the joint work process of a group 
– independently gather results and 
• review them for plausibility 
• compare them to existing solutions 
– map out other students’ mathematical arguments, and review them for accuracy 
– determine sources of error and develop strategies to avoid such errors 
– deal with success and failure appropriately 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 



 

 

Functions: describe and investigate relationships/changes 
 
Linear functions The student is able to: 

– determine if the problem entails a function by use of concrete 
mapping 
– determine and justify if a linear function is present, based on a 
graph, a table or a function rule 
– describe proportional mapping as a particular linear function 
– effectively draw graphs of linear functions 
– read-out functional equations of linear functions from the graphic 
illustration  
– explain the significance of the parameters m and n in the  
function equation y=f(x)=m*x+n for the properties of the linear  
function 
– investigate linear functions for definitions and values, zeros, 
slope, monotonicity, axis intercept points 
– use the terms differential quotient, slope and intercept to  
describe linear functions 
– determine the mutual position of dual straight lines from the 
properties of the associated linear functions (parallelity,  
orthogonality, existence of an intercept, identity) 
– determine functional equations based on the existing properties 
of the graph of a linear function (two points; point and slope) 
– analyze and structure inner-mathematical and  
extra-mathematical problem sets, and solve for: 
• linear functions 

 

The student is able to: 
– draw data in a targeted manner 
from: 
• texts 
• tables/charts 
• graphic illustrations of  

linear functions 
– apply appropriate mathematical 
terminology and symbolism 
– use computer software to generate 
tables, diagrams and function graphs 

Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware” 
(English-language 
tasks) 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– meticulously and precisely draw function graphs in the right-angle coordinate system 
– lucidly illustrate and present his or her thoughts on functional interrelationships 
– independently gather results and 
• review them for plausibility 
• compare them to existing solutions 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Geometry: assess planar and three-dimensional structures based on mass and shape 
 
Circle; theorems of circle 
 
Pythagorean theorem 
 
Pyramid, sphere,  
cylinder, cone 
 
Cone, cylinder, sphere: 
illustration in ZTP, grid 
 

The student is able to: 
– for passants, tangents, secants and chords of a circle 
• characterize them 
• draw them 
– Thales’s theorem 
• explain it using examples 
• apply it 
– Pythagorean theorem 
• state, without the assistance of tools or aids 
• explain it with examples 

The student is able to: 
– apply solution strategies for  
geometric constructs and  
calculations by: 
• drawing informative figures 
• attributing to known data 
• finding examples and  

counterexamples 
• finding special cases 
– plan and execute geometric  
constructs 

Core emphasis: 
“Culturally aware” 
(history of  
mathematics) 



 

 

 • apply it 
– interpret the irrational number π (pi) as proportionality factor for 
the interrelationship between the circle’s perimeter and diameter 
– state and apply formulas for scope and surface area of circles, 
without tools or aids 
– straight cylinder and cone 
• identify them 
• describe them by their characteristic properties 
• illustrate them to-scale in two-angle projection and as a grid 
– produce models of solids 
– calculate surface area and volume of straight cylinders, cones 
and spheres 
– without tools or aids, state the formula and explain for: 

• Volumes of straight pyramids and cones V=
1
3 AG⋅ h  

 

– apply dynamic geometry software 
for experimental investigations 
– generate data from textbook,  
collected formulas, dictionary and 
Internet 
– utilize presentation media 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– construct cleanly and lucidly 
– comprehensibly present his or her own solution ideas and solutions in brief presentations 
– critically review, evaluate and understand the solution ideas of others 
 
 
Subject/Content Functional Competence Method Competence Relationship to the 

School Program 
Stochastics: work with data and random variability 
 
Random variability  
experiments  
 
Probabilities 
 
Tree diagram,  
Path rules 

The student is able to: 
– plan, execute and make a record of random variability  
experiments 
– describe the probability of an event through its anticipated  
relative frequency for multiple repeated attempts, and estimate 
these through relevant simulations 
– compute Laplace probabilities 
– verbally describe results and events of one-stage and two-stage 
random variability experiments, and with the aid of the associated 
volume notation method 
– apply the terms for certain and impossible events and  
counter-events 
– calculate probabilities by use of tree diagrams and path rules 
 

The student is able to: 
– illustrate the data captured through 
random variability experiments in 
tables and diagrams, even with the 
use of computer software 
– formulate and present ideas and 
results to describe random variability 
experiments, tailored to the specific 
audience 

Core emphasis: 
“Together”  
(data collection) 

Individual and social competencies 
The student is able to: 
– critically assess collected data, with a view to the suitability of their presentation 
– handle collected data sensibly 
– critically evaluate results from probability calculations 
 

 



 

 

3 Performance evaluation  
3.1 Principles 

The evaluation of skills development should take into account the special characteristics of mathematics  

teaching. It is thus consistent with the principle of holistic pedagogy and based upon students’  

self-evaluation and the evaluation of others. Student performance is to be tracked, evaluated and graded 

using a variety of instruments. 

Performance evaluations should take into account pedagogical as well as subject-specific principles. The 

goal is to assess the multiple dimensions of performance on the basis of criteria that are transparent and 

comprehensible to students. 

Performance evaluations should address the following requirements areas: 

 
Requirements Area I 

(Reproduction) 
 

Requirements Area II 
(Analogous Reconstruction) 

Requirements Area III 
(Construction) 

– reproduce known sets of facts 
specific to a circumscribed subject 
area as learned in class 
– describe and apply techniques and 
procedures acquired in class and 
practiced in a specific subject area; 
be able to repeat them 

– independently select, organize, 
process and present sets of facts in 
relation to certain aspects familiar 
from class practice 
– independently apply what has been 
learned to new but comparable  
situations; this may involve new  
questions, new relationships among 
facts, or new modes of procedure  

– methodically process complex data 
so as to promote students’  
abilities to interpret independently,  
deduce, reason, or evaluate 
– apply or select modes of thinking 
or study procedures familiar from 
class to deal with new tasks 

 
These three school requirements areas should be implemented in a proportionate manner. All requirements 

areas should include aspects of functional, method, individual and social competencies in ways that are  

balanced and appropriate to each grade level. In this regard, written, oral and practical performances 

should, as a matter of principle, be required by specific deadlines and cultivated over a given period of time. 

Papers and exams should address all three requirements areas. Any additional performance evaluation may 

be limited to a single requirements area. Realschule students are exempt from evaluation in the areas  

covered by Requirements Area III. 

Performance evaluations of the upper grade levels should specifically follow the instructions expressed in 

the “Uniform Examination Requirements for the Abitur Examination.” Students have achieved an appropriate  

performance level once they have fulfilled most of Requirements Area II; Requirements Areas I and III are 

also taken into account, but Requirements Area I will be given much greater weight than Requirements Ar-

ea III. 

 

To evaluate the development of skills sets in mathematics class, the following items are most useful: 

● special contributions to group and class discussions 



 

 

● presentations and brief reports 

● written and oral tests 

● subject-specific and cross-disciplinary projects and competitions 

● models, data tables, documents, term papers 

 

 

GISSV mathematics class achievements include students’: 

● oral contributions such as the creation of hypotheses, plausibility evaluation, suggestions to solve 

problems, presentation of relationships, and the evaluation of findings 

● analysis and interpretation of texts, graphs or diagrams 

● qualitative and quantitative description of facts, using correct technical terminology 

● degree of independence, attention to instructions, accuracy when working out mathematical tasks 

● ability to create products such as documentation related to assignments, presentations,  

study posters, models 

● ability to write and present a paper 

● ability to maintain a binder, study journal or portfolio 

● constructive contributions to teamwork 

● brief written tests covering the contents of the last two hours of classroom lesson 

● processing and conceptual skills and their development (observed in the classroom); these are  

assessed in relation to the quality, frequency and continuity of students’ contributions 

 

Classroom projects are particularly suited to link the various forms of performance evaluation to one  

another. They are accompanied by phases of evaluation that provide information on students’ levels of skills 

development. Teachers should allow students sufficient amounts of time for self-reflection, reflections on the 

learning process and presentation of their teamwork findings. 

3.2 Criteria 

Performance evaluations should be transparent and reference the quality of the expected learning product 

and learning process; they may also refer to students’ presentation of their findings.  

These criteria are universal and to be applied to all subject areas. They are to be used in accordance with 

the specific forms of performance evaluation itemized under 3.1. 

 
Product criteria include students’ abilities: 

● to fulfill their assignments  



 

 

● to perform in ways that are correct and scientific 

● to present approaches to solutions and findings that are clear, complete and well-structured 

● to use the technical terms of mathematics and physics in an appropriate manner 

● to observe technical design standards 

 

Process criteria include students’ abilities: 

● to use mathematics-specific methods and procedures 

● to be efficient when working on mathematical problems  

● to select mathematical tools and devices correctly 

● to purposefully acquire and process mathematic data by using appropriate media resources 

● to reflect on and document the methods they use 

● to be willing to perform as individuals and in groups 

● to expertly design their projects and manage their own time 

● to design their own learning environment (e.g., by maintaining a complete set of work materials,  

organizing their workspace, keeping the noise down while working) 

Presentation criteria include students’ abilities: 

● to present findings that have a logical structure and to use approaches to solutions that are  

well-structured 

● to provide quality representations of their project   

● to use suitable electronic media properly and with confidence 

● to stay within the limits of the given quantitative framework 

● to use the technical terms of mathematics in an appropriate manner 

● to deliver presentations properly (e.g., by speaking freely without recourse to a script) 

● to give presentations that do justice to their products in terms of visualization, illustration and  

vehicle of presentation, and that successfully address their intended audience  

● to respond competently to questions 

 

To evaluate additional achievements in GISSV mathematics classes, the following criteria should be  

considered. 

 

Individual competence: Students are able to study on their own. 

This implies in particular that students are able to: 

● set their own work and behavioral goals 

● learn in ways that are goal-oriented, reliable, on schedule, mindful and persistent 

● take responsibility for their own actions 



 

 

● test the correctness of their own solutions to problems, if need be by using appropriate tools 

● work with care and precision 

● follow and implement instructions 

● evaluate their own learning progress 

● deal with success and failure in an appropriate manner 

 

Social Competence: The student is able to learn in cooperation with others. 

This implies in particular that students are able to: 

● learn cooperatively in groups 

● take responsibility for the teamwork process 

● motivate other students 

● work in a disciplined manner and abide by agreed-upon rules 

● develop positions of their own and present them objectively 

● deal with conflicts appropriately 

● provide and accept help 

● evaluate the results and procedures of teamwork as well as the contributions of individual  

participants in the group 

 
Method Competence: Students are able to learn efficiently. 

This implies in particular that students are able to: 

● analyze assignments correctly and develop and model problem-solving strategies 

● select and apply learning strategies and techniques in an independent, situation-based manner 

● plan and implement work steps in a purposeful way 

● obtain, purposefully select, store, illustrate, process and evaluate, and exchange information by  

using print and electronic media 

● extract information from pictures, texts, and graphic representations, and process it, i.e., by properly 

reading the data and transferring it into writing 

● present their findings by using modern technology in the proper way 

● apply mathematical tools appropriately (tables, graphics-compatible calculator and software) 

 

Mountain View, May 16, 2012 



 

 

4 Glossary 
 
The purpose of this glossary is to facilitate working with this curriculum and to provide definitive  
explanations of the terminology used therein.  
 
Curriculum  
Curriculum refers to the total structure that encompasses the mandatory skills and competencies to be  
acquired by the students. There are contents indicated in the core curriculum for which the students can  
acquire the corresponding skills and competencies. 
 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR)  
See: http://www.goethe.de/z/50/commeuro/ and for reference levels, go directly to: http://www.bildung-
staerkt-menschen.de/service/downloads/Niveaukonkretisierung/Gym/E.  
 
Core Curriculum  
The core curriculum encompasses the skills and competencies shown in this curriculum and the contents 
that underlie the tasks in the Abitur examination. They can be acquired in approximately 2/3 of the  
instruction time.  
If no mandatory contents are stipulated in certain competency areas, then each school or subject area must 
decide for itself which contents are suitable within the given conditions of the school’s location in order to 
achieve the required skills and competencies. The core curriculum forms the basis for the school curriculum.  
 
Competence orientation 
Competence, according to Klieme, means “that educational standards – unlike curricula or general  
guidelines – do not refer to lists of learning materials and contents in order to define educational goals. Ra-
ther, it deals with identifying basic dimensions of the learning process within a subject area (a “domain,” as 
educational psychologists refer to it, an area of learning or a subject). Competences reflect the basic  
requirements that are set forth for students to accomplish in the various domains.”11  

 
Skill  
According to a definition by Franz E. Weinert, competences are seen as “the cognitive abilities and skills 
that individuals possess or can learn for solving specific problems, and the associated motivational,  
volitional and social readiness and abilities that enable them to use these solutions responsibly and  
successfully in a variety of situations.”12 

 

 

Output control 
Output control is the didactic result of educational standards and competence orientation. It indicates what 
the students actually should know by the end of a period of time (here: the Abitur examination). Output Ori-
entation is the opposite of input orientation of preceding curricula, which determined what contents were to 
be taught by teachers and instructors.  
 
Qualification phase  



 

 

The last two school years of the upper level (Oberstufe) of the Gymnasium at German Schools abroad, 
which lead to the Abitur examination. The third school year before the Abitur examination represents the  
introductory phase.  
 
School curriculum  
The school curriculum deepens and enhances the core curriculum. The school curriculum enables the  
foreign school to function within its home environment. It reflects the school’s vision and contributes to the 
school’s image.  
The oral tasks for the general qualification exam incorporate portions of the school curriculum that go  
beyond the core curriculum.  
 
Standards  
Also known as educational standards. Standards define the skills and competences that should be acquired 
by a given date or point in time by all students (here: the Abitur examination).  
Standards need example tasks to help with the illustration of performance expectations. Over the longer 
term, one can expect empirically determined competence levels from the Institute for Quality Assurance in 
Education (Institut zur Qualitätssicherung im Bildungswesen / IQB). 
The individual schools or faculty members determine with what contents those skills and competencies, 
formulated into standards, should be achieved.  
 
Sources: 
11 Klieme, E., including the report “Zur Entwicklung nationaler Bildungsstandards” [On the  
development of national educational standards], published by the Ministry of Education and Research, 
2003, p. 21 f. or under: www.bmbf.de/pub/zur_entwicklung_nationaler_bildungsstandards.pdf 
12 Franz E. Weinert: “Vergleichende Leistungsmessung in Schulen – eine umstrittene Selbstverständlichkeit” 
[Comparative assessment of performance in schools – a controversial matter of course], in: Weinert (ed.): 
Leistungsmessung in Schulen [Assessment of performance in schools], Weinheim and Basel, 2001, p. 27 ff.   
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